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Abstract
due to increasing use of huge databases, mining practical information and useful knowledge from transactions is evolving into an important area. Most data mining methods focus on relationship among transactions. Many algorithms have been proposed to find association rules in databases with either binary or quantitative attributes. One of these approaches is fuzzy association rules mining. Fuzzy Apriori and its different variations are the popular fuzzy association rule mining (ARM) algorithms available today. Like the crisp version of Apriori, fuzzy Apriori is a very slow and inefficient algorithm for very large datasets. Hence, in this paper, we introduce a novel technique, called FCT, for mining fuzzy association rules. Existing method discovers fuzzy association rules by scanning the database once, and performing three tasks simultaneously. First, compute the fuzzy supports of candidate 1-itemsets and then generate large 1-itemsets. Second, divide database into multiple cluster tables, such that transaction with length k, fall into cluster table k. Third, builds new structure called CDi, for each cluster table i, such that CDi[A,x]=∑µA(x), where x is an item and A denotes linguistic term. Then fuzzy large itemsets are generated according to the cluster tables, instead of scanning whole the database. In addition, if CDi[A,x]=0 for cluster i and item i, then for computing the fuzzy support of each candidate itemset containing A(x), scanning this cluster can be ignored. Consequently, we reduce incredible amount of scanning data and therefore the running time of mining algorithm is reduced greatly. Experimental results show our algorithm is many times faster than fuzzy Apriori for the very large real life dataset.
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Introduction
Data mining (DM) is the process used for the automatic discovery of high-level knowledge from real-world, large and complex datasets. Discovering association rules is one of several data-mining techniques described in the literature [1]. Association rules are used to represent and identify dependencies between items in a database [2]. An association rule is an expression \( X \rightarrow Y \), where \( X \) and \( Y \) are sets of items and \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \). It means that if all the items in \( X \) exist in a transaction then all the items in \( Y \) are also in the transaction with a high probability, and \( X \) and \( Y \) should not have a common item [3,4].

Research in this field has mainly concentrated on Boolean and quantitative association rules [4,5,6,7,8]. However, in recent years many researchers have proposed methods to mine fuzzy association rules from quantitative data in order to solve some of the problems introduced by quantitative attributes [9,10,11,12]. Recently, the fuzzy theory has been used more and more frequently in intelligent systems because of its simplicity to human reasoning. Several fuzzy mining algorithms for inducing rules from given sets of data have been designed and used to good effect with specific domains [13,14,15,16,17].

However, performance is dramatically decreased in the process of many fuzzy association rules algorithms. This is due to the fact that a database is repeatedly scanned to contract each candidate itemset with the whole database level by level in process of mining fuzzy association rules. Thus, we propose an efficient method for discovering the fuzzy large item sets.
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In this paper, an effective algorithm named fuzzy cluster test (FCT) algorithm is proposed. Our algorithms consist of three parts:

1. Quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm[18];
2. Discovering frequent fuzzy attributes;
3. Generating fuzzy association rules with at least a minimum confidence from frequent fuzzy attributes.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Partitioning fuzzy set is reviewed in section 2. A new data mining algorithm for fuzzy association rules is proposed in section 3. Experimental results are stated in section 4. Conclusion are finally given in section 5.

### Partitioning fuzzy set

Fuzzy set was proposed by Zadeh, and the division of the features into various linguistic values has been widely used in pattern recognition and fuzzy inference. From this, various results have been proposed, such as application to pattern classification by Ishibuchi et al [19], the fuzzy rules generated by Wang and Mendel [20], and methods for partitioning feature space were also discussed by many researchers. In this paper, we view each attribute as a linguistic variable, and the variable are divided into various linguistic values. A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are linguistic words or sentences in a natural language. For example, the values of the linguistic variable 'Age' may be 'close to 30' or 'very close to 50' and referred to as linguistic values. In FCB algorithm, quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by the FCM algorithm[18].

### FCT algorithm

The performance is dramatically decreased in the process of many fuzzy association rules algorithms. This is due to the fact that a database is repeatedly scanned to contract each candidate item set with the whole database level by level in process of mining fuzzy association rules. Thus, we propose an efficient method for discovering the fuzzy large itemsets.

#### Fuzzy Cluster-Test Algorithm

After quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by FCM algorithm, The algorithm employs some efficient cluster tables to represent database D by a single scan of the database, following by contrasts with the partial cluster tables. A new structure named CDi related to each cluster i, is created simultaneously with creation of each cluster table for each item x and linguistic term A.

Before reading each cluster table to compute the supports of fuzzy candidate itemsets, we first check if CDi[A,x]=0, then for each fuzzy candidate itemset containing A(x), we can ignore scanning the cluster table i.

Fig.1 is the algorithmic form of the algorithm, which, for ease of presentation, is divided into three parts.

Part 1 gets a set of large 1-itemsets and creates M cluster tables, scan the database once and cluster the transaction data. If the length of transaction record is K, transaction record will be stored in the table named cluster_table(k), 1≤k≤M, where M is the length of the longest transaction record in database. Meanwhile, the set of large 1-itemsets, L1, is generated. Moreover, CDi[A,x] is created simultaneously with creation of each cluster table for each item x and linguistic term A.

CDi[A,x] represent the sum of μA(x), for all values of items x in all transactions of ith cluster table.

Part 2 generates the set of fuzzy candidate k-itemsets Ck. The procedure is similar to the candidate generation of Apriori algorithm [3].

Part 3 determines the set of fuzzy large k-itemsets Lk, as shown in Fig.3. when the length of candidate itemset is k, the support is calculated with reference to the cluster_table(k). Then it is contacted with the Cluster_Table (k+1),(k+2),... .

Then before scanning each cluster table i, for calculating the supports of candidate itemsets, structure CDi[A,x] is analyzed first (for all items x and each linguistic term).

If for item x and linguistic term A, CDi[A,x]=0 then scanning the cluster table i can be ignored for computing the support of each fuzzy candidate itemsets containing A(x). because if CDi[A,x]=0, then the fuzzy support of each candidate itemset containing A(x) will be zero in this cluster.
Experimental results

In this section, we present some experiments that have been carried out to test the efficiency of the proposed approach.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of FTC, we applied it to a real-life transactional along with fuzzy Apriori-like algorithm, Using Microsoft visual C# on a Pentium III 600 MHz PC with 256MB of available physical memory.

In this experiment, we compared the efficiency of the FCT algorithm to the Apriori_like algorithm. We assumed that there are 3 linguistic value for each attribute.

1. we randomly sampled 60000 transaction records of experimental data from the real-life Database. The test database contains 10 items, in which the longest transaction record contains 7 items. We compared The performance of FCT algorithm to Apriori –like algorithm under various users specified minimum support (MinSup), such that 0.50%, 0.40%, 0.30%, and 0.20%. Figure3 shows the execution time required by each of the two algorithms. It is obvious that whenever the min support decreases, the gap between algorithms becomes more evident.

2. we sampled randomly 60000,70000,80000 and 90000 records of experimental data from real-life database. Again, The number of attribute is 10. We compared The performance of FCT algorithm to apriori-like algorithm. For this experiment, the minimum support was set to 30%. (Fig.4).

We can see When the number of transaction increases, again the gap between algorithms increases too.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an efficient technique to handle quantitative attributes. The FCT algorithm employs some efficient cluster tables to represent database D by a single scan of the database, following by contrasts with the partial cluster tables. A new structure named CDi related to each cluster i, is created simultaneously with creation of each cluster table for each item x and linguistic term A.

Then, before reading each cluster table to compute the supports of fuzzy candidate itemsets, we first check if CDi[A,x]=0, then for each fuzzy candidate itemset containing A(x), we can ignore scanning the cluster table i.

So we reduce great amount of scanning data and therefore the running time of mining algorithm is reduced greatly. The experiments done on the real life database show that the proposed approach has a good performance.
Algorithms (D,Minsup)

Input: D, Minsup
Output: Answer (Answer = U L_k for 1 ≤ k ≤ M)

Begin
1) initialize(); /*create cluster table, structures CD for each clusters, compute L1*/
2) for (k = 2; L_{k-1} ≠ ø; k++) do{
3) C_k = Candidate_itemset_Gen(L_{k-1});
4) L_k = Large_itemset_Gen(C_k);
5) }
6) Answer = U L_k;
End

Figure 1. Main program for the FCT algorithm

Procedure Large_Itemset_Gen(C_k)

Input: C_k
Output: L_k

Begin
1) While(C_k ≠ ø) do{
2) pick c from C_k;
3) support(c) = 0;
4) for (i = k; i ≤ max_length; i++) do{
5) if CD_i[A,x] = 0 and A(x) is subset of c then continue;/*go to next step of loop*/
6) temp = the fuzzy support of c appearance in the Cluster_Table(i);
7) support(c) = support(c) + temp; /*compute support of fuzzy itemset c*/
8) }
9) support(c) = support(c) / | D|;
10) if (support(c) ≥ Minsup) then{
11) put c into L_k;
12) }
13) } End.

Figure 2. Procedure of fuzzy large k-itemsets Generation for FCT
Figure 3. Performance of FCT and Apriori-like algorithm on 60000 records.

Figure 4. Performance of FCT and Apriori-like algorithm at minsupport 0.30%.
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